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The Mabey and Johnson bribery Scandal: A Case of Executive Hubris

Abstract
Convicted for paying bribes to secure contracts abroad, Mabey and Johnson (M&J), a UK construction firm, made both legal and international business history. Drawing on hubris as a lens, we examine M&J’s bribery scandal in Ghana and Jamaica. Through a qualitative study of court documents, witness statements, newspaper articles, and internal company emails, we unpack the bribery scheme operated by M&J executives that enabled the firm to illegitimately win major government contracts in Ghana and Jamaica. Fuelled by executive hubris, we found M&J’s practice of bribing foreign officials to secure contracts effectively insulated M&J executives from day-to-day realities. Overtime, the firm’s executives viewed themselves as infallible, exempt from established mores, invincible, and unremorseful for their actions. Building on these findings; we develop a hubris-bribery heuristic framework showing how individual, organizational, and institutional context constitutively fuelled executive hubris to drive bribery at M&J. The implication for theory and practice are examined.
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Introduction
Recent bribery and corruption scandals involving global firms like Enron, Siemens, BAE systems, Daimler-Chrysler, Alcatel, and Volkswagen, shows that bribery and corruption is a much wider problem in international business. But in 2011, Mabey and Johnson (M&J), a UK construction firm, made both legal and international business history for being the first British firm to be convicted for paying bribes to secure contracts in Ghana and Jamaica. Possibly the most important case in the history of the UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO), the M&J scandal is the first known case where individual employees were given prison sentences for being involved in bribery abroad. The main purpose of this paper is to examine the firm’s behaviour and how it organised its illegitimate practices at the blind side of the law. Specifically, we draw on executive hubris as a lens to analyse how the (in) actions of M&J executives might have contributed to the firm engaging in bribery abroad. We argue that executive hubris as a meta-theoretical has the potential to extend our understanding as to whether, and how executive sense of invisibility and illusion of control may contribute to them consciously breaking rules overseas to gain advantage over competitors.

Empirically, we draw on a qualitative study of archival materials, including court documents, witness statements, company emails, and newspaper articles on the M&J bribery scandal. The paper contributes to the literatures on executive hubris and bribery in international business in the following ways: First, while established body of scholarship has noted that bribery is rife in
international business (Sanyal, 2012; Sanyal & Samanta, 2004; Baughn, Bodie, Buchanan & Bixby, 2010), this paper provides insight into the organizing processes through which international businesses bribe foreign officials. Second, by drawing on the case of the first UK firm to be prosecuted for paying bribes abroad, our paper opens up new possibilities for re-thinking why some organizations may be more prone to breaking sanctioned rules than others when operating abroad.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, we provide a brief review of the existing literature on corruption and bribery in international business after which we present hubris as a theoretical lens to understanding bribery in international business. Following this, we provide an overview of M&J and the bribery cases that led to the company’s conviction, and the research methodology underpinning our empirical inquiry. Next, we present our research findings. Our discussion and conclusion section summarizes key findings, and highlights the contribution and limitations of our study.

**Bribery in International Business**

Bribery refers to the practice of offering something, usually money, to gain an illicit business advantage. A cog in national economic progress, bribery ‘sands the wheels of growth’, leads to inefficiencies, and translate into high additional transaction cost for businesses (Méon & Sekkat, 2005; Shleifer & Vishny, 1993). Despite the existence of market monitoring mechanisms and a plethora of trans-national legislations aimed at fighting the canker, the prevalence of corruption and bribery in international business remains high (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2016; Zeneli, 2016). Organizations, frequently engage in bribery and corruption to further their interests (obtain cheap capital or valuable information), gain lucrative contracts; help them to deal with bureaucratic institutions, surmount high policy uncertainty, and weak legal systems (Coleman 1989; Hellman, Jones & Kaufmann, 2003).

In the IB context, bribery can be triggered by environmental pressures (Ashforth, Goia, Robinsin, & Trevino, 2008), and can even be part of commercial transactions in some cultures (Sanyal, 2005; Steidlmeyer, 1999). For example, 80% of businesses in Russia are suspected to pay bribes...
(Economist, 2008). In Asia, while it is not openly encouraged, bribery is more culturally accepted (Li & Tang, 2010). Such ambiguous global ethical standards (Logsdon & Wood, 2005), on what constitutes bribery raises doubt about the effectiveness and reliability of universal corruption standards. Rodriguez, Uhlenbruck & Eden (2005), the discretionary power of public officers over the distribution of resources is the main driver for firms to engage in corrupt behaviour. Studies on agency theory based on the non-benevolent principal or “grabbing hand” also tend to view government officials as corruptible, through having a power to regulate entry to the market and create market distortions by their policies (Shleifer & Vishny, 1998). From this perspective, government officials in places where institutions are weak, frequently have an even higher discretionary power over the allocation of resources, giving them power to create policies that have the potential to generate corruption opportunities (Aidt, 2003; Zhou & Peng, 2012).

Firm-level evidence suggest that while small and medium size firms may be considerably hurt by bribery, and usually coerced into it, large firms sometimes benefit from it, albeit, in the short-term when they strategically deploy it to remove obstacles, undermine their rivals, and build up their connections with their host countries governments to entrench their competitive positions (Zhou & Peng, 2012; Straub, 2008). Nevertheless, more than 73% of financial fraud related enforcement actions, as argued by Anderson, Martin & Reid (2015) take place in family firms. This goes to show that bribery and corruption is not only pervasive in contemporary organizing, it is particularly rife in family firms (Wu, 2009). In this regard, business executives involved in bribery may be either ignorant of its ethical implications or are so self-consumed with their own and their firm’s success that they build a wall of invincibility around them or turn a blind eye to deviant practices taking place in the firm (Baughn, Bodie & Buchanan, 2010). In such context, unethical activities may become taken-for-granted, and sometimes, unconsciously embedded in organizing practices through a normalization process until they become an integral part of everyday business conduct (Fein and Weibler 2014a). Thus, while organisations are likely to engage in unethical behaviour (e.g. bribery) to further some organisational interests (Coleman, 1989, Pinto, Leana, & Pil, 2008), they will only engage
in illicit activities if the top management believes in the potential gains of these activities (Ashforth and Anand, 2003; Shleifer & Vishny, 1993). For Rodriguez, Uhlenbruck & Eden (2009) found that it is not the firm’s professional connections to governments that result in government and business corruption. Rather, it is the personal ties and connections of individual executives that provide the potentialities and possibilities to employ bribery as a strategy for achieving firm success.

Taking our lead from Magnam, Cormier, & Lapointe-Antunes (2010), we argue that executive hubris is “a missing link” in studies that examines executive involvement in the perpetuating of bribery in international business. This indicates that extant theory on bribery and corruption faces a significant challenge in explaining why managers will risk their organizational reputation, and sometimes their own careers in paying bribes to gain illicit business advantage. Bendahan, Zehnder, Pralong & Antonakis, (2014) focusing on power and testosterone as a prediction of corruption concluded that even the most honest and moral individuals who reach the upper echelons of power may change their moral views. In that case if testosterone and power has the potential to make powerful people to believe they are ‘invincible’, then, we can safely argue that hubris as played out in the form of over-estimation of one’s abilities, manipulation of rules, and contempt for authority (Hollow, 2014; Petit & Mollaert, 2012) plays a salient role in making executives prone to engaging in corrupt practices, including, bribery to secure contracts and deals for their firm. In the next section, we delineate our hubris perspective on bribery.

A Hubris Perspective on Bribery

The term ‘hubris’ comes from ancient Greek mythology describing an act of a person in power, full of self-confidence and behaving with contempt for others (Owen, 2008; Owen & Davidson, 2009). Thus, hubris syndrome is used to describe a person holding a position of power with minimal restrictions to exercise their power, and especially when they are irrationally self-confident, reluctant to listen to advice and act impulsively. People who suffer from this syndrome display the following characteristics; they tend to be overconfident, they overestimate their own abilities, overpraise their
own beliefs, and exaggerate their own performance while underestimating risks (Finkelstein, 2009; Jiang, Stone, Sun, & Zhang, 2011). Distinguishing the cognitive and behavioural dimension of hubris, Table 1 is a framework for diagnosing executive hubris in practice.

### Table 1: Framework for diagnosing CEO hubris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Cognitive aspects</th>
<th>Behavioural aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Has a grandiose sense of self</td>
<td>Grandiose communication style (use of the royal “we”; use of superlatives; expression of overarching ambition)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with the self</td>
<td>Overestimates his/her abilities, power and likelihood of success</td>
<td>Unjustifiably grandiose projects, Poor decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Considers him/herself uniquely and eternally qualified to run the company</td>
<td>Entrenchment strategies (accumulation of power; failure to accept removal from position; tardy resignation when circumstances would seem to dictate it)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with others</td>
<td>Considers him/herself above the community of humans</td>
<td>Management by fear; violence or intimidation; refusal of advice or criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with the world</td>
<td>Considers him/herself above the law or the gods</td>
<td>Fraud, manipulation of rules and laws, contempt towards authorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Petit and Bollaert (2012).*

Additionally, characteristic traits of successful leaders like charm, charisma, inclination to risk taking, great aspirations and self-confidence can lead to the development of executive hubris (Owen & Davidson, 2009). Forbes (2005) and Owen & Davidson (2009) propose that executive characteristics such as age, length of service and being the firm’s founder, can also lead to the development of hubristic syndrome. For Hayward & Hambrick (1997), what can be counted as hubristic behaviour arises from the belief in the success of an individual leader. As success is increased, their belief becomes more excessive, this is regardless of an individual’s actual contribution to this success. In this environment, executives’ over time may develop a strong self-belief and self-assurance in their abilities, effectiveness of their leadership and correctness of their decisions. However, in this process
they may lose the track of reality and capacity to be self-critical. Historical superior performance of
the firm and media praise for executive contributes and reinforces this self-belief (Hayward and
Hambrick, 1997). In this regard, executive hubris has been used to explain executive decision making
involving risk taking (Li & Tang, 2010), competitive games and entry to new markets (Camerer &
Lovallo, 1999; Hayward Shepherd & Griffin, 2006). Most recently, it has been used as a lens to
examine bankers’ behaviour that led to the misjudgement of the nature and consequences of financial

Although highlighted as being central to CEOs over-valuing assets and overpaying
premiums in corporate acquisitions and mergers (Hayward, & Hambrick, 1997; Hietala, Kaplan &
Robinson, 2002; Hiller & Hambrick, 2005), executive hubris has received rather limited attention in
the IB literature. However, with executives overestimating their own problem-solving abilities,
performance, and probability of success (Malmendier & Tate, 2005; Finkelston, 2009; Camerer &
Lovallo, 1999), scholars have gradually shifted their attention to executive hubris in an attempt to
untangle the complex problem of firm failure, particularly after entry to new markets. Having fewer,
if any, restrictions on their powers and behaviours, executives are more prone to hubris bias when
compared to the general population (Owen & Davidson, 2009; Claxton, Owen & Saddler-Smith, 2015).
When executives perform above their internal ambitions and external expectations (Mishina, Dykes,
Block & Pollock, 2010) they are rarely challenged, and in many cases their ideas are quickly actioned
because the level of resistance may have been reduced by the effects of their hubris (Brown, 1993;
Sherman & Garland, 2007).

Generally, executive hubris could be restricted from developing by the board of directors
when they prevent executives from making decisions that could be potentially damaging to
shareholders (Hayward & Hambrick, 1997, Turnbull, 2011). But this is not always the case as
executive’s self-esteem can be further strengthened by a CEO been a board member or when the
vigilance of the board is lacking (Hayward & Hambrick, 1997, Magnam, Cormier & Lapointe-
Antunes, 2010). This is likely to get exacerbated when executive discretion is higher, and external
control mechanisms are either weak or non-existent (Hollow, 2014). The research questions driving
this inquiry, therefore, are: (1) how did M&J directors organise their bribery operations to avoid
detection? and (2) To what extent did the hubristic behaviour on part of M&J directors contributed to
the firm’s involvement in paying bribes to secure contracts in Ghana and Jamaica? In the next section,
we provide a brief overview of M&J and the bribery scandal.

The M&J Bribery Scandal

M&J is a British engineering company that specialises in bridge construction. The firm is responsible
for some of the major bridge constructions in the UK including Severn Bridge, and Avonmouth
Bridge, and it specialises in supplying bridges to more than 115 countries; mainly in the developing
world employing over 1100 people (Mabey Group, 2015). The company’s contracts with foreign
governments are frequently underwritten by the UK’s Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD).
Founded in 1923, by Guy Mabey, the company was taken over by his son Bevil Mabey in 1951, and
remains one of the groups of companies owned by the Mabey Family. The Family owns majority of
the shares in Mabey Holdings Ltd which is the parent company of Mabey Engineering (Holdings)
Ltd. Bevil and his son David Mabey had executive roles in the management and activities of the
group. Directors of the company were appointed or removed by the shareholders, Mabey family.
Table 2 shows the individual tenure of past M&J Executive Directors since its inception.

Table 2: M&J’s Executive Directors tenure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Length of service</th>
<th>Years in executive position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bevil Mabey</td>
<td>1953-2007</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Forsyth</td>
<td>1992-2008</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Daliday</td>
<td>1992-2008</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mabey</td>
<td>1993-2008</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Glover</td>
<td>1995-2009</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Potter</td>
<td>1999-2008</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fame, 2015

Bevil Mabey was the longest acting member of the family involved in the running of the company. He
was the real driving force behind the growth of the business, turning this small family firm into a

Reports that M&J may be involved in paying bribes overseas came to light following the UK Guardian newspaper’s follow-up investigation into accusations of overcharging and corruption levelled against M&J by opposition parties in the Philippines (Leigh & Evans, 2005). M&J were accused of influencing politicians and government officials with bribes totalling £470,000 to win bridge contracts between 1994 and 1999 in Ghana. The company was also accused of making payments over $100,000 to a Jamaican government minister and their agents to influence government decisions to award the company contracts for flyover and modular pre-fabricated bridges without a competitive bidding. Some of the illicit payments made by M&J to overseas officials as listed in Table 3, suggests the symptomatic nature of bribery at M&J.

Table 3: Examples of illicit payments made by M&J to government officials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Ghana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between December 1994</td>
<td>- £55,000 for ‘Contract consultancy’ to Minister of roads and highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and 18 August 1999</td>
<td>- £500 to Deputy Minister of Roads and Highways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 to Director of Legal and International Affairs, Ministry of Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 ex minister of Roads and Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £5,000 the director of the Legal and International Affairs at the Ministry of Finance at the Export Credit Guarantees Department, Ministry of finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £15,000 to Minister of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 to the Chairman inter-city transport corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cheque of £500 as ‘additional education expense’ to the son of a Desk Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Jamaica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between 20 November 1993 and 30 October 2001</td>
<td>- Minister of State in the Ministry of Transport and Works over the years received approximately £100,134.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- M&amp;J’s Agent was paid 12.5% of the Jamaica 1 contract price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Despite overwhelming evidence, the company publicly denied authorising or paying bribes abroad to secure contracts (Leigh & Evans, 2008). But after a year of long private negotiations with the SFO, they agreed to cooperate and admitted to corruption in Jamaica and Ghana (Leigh & Evans, 2008, 2009). Before the trial, M&J confirmed it would plead guilty to corruption offences and pay reparations for its misconduct. In February, 2011, M&J director David Mabey was sentenced to eight months in prison. Managing director Charles Forsyth was sentenced to 21 months. The two in addition were disqualified from acting as company directors for five and two years respectively, and a third executive, Richard Gledhill, who gave evidence for the prosecution, was given an eight-month sentence suspended for two years. M&J was also fined a record £6.6 million for paying bribes to overseas public officials in Ghana, Jamaica, as well as Iraq.

Data Sources

Given that we were interested in understanding bribery, a much wider problem in international business, we adopted an exploratory qualitative research approach (Maxwell, 2012), to enable us develop a comprehensive interpretive understanding (Thorne, 2016; Lee, 1991), of the M&J bribery scandal. We developed our account by utilizing multiple archival records and publicly available information (Amankwah-Amoah, 2016) on the M&J bribery scandal in Ghana and Jamaica. These included newspaper articles and summarised documents for other purposes, like the Southwark Crown Court hearings documents and court opening notes. The archival approach enabled us to critically follow the discourse that shaped the bribery scandal and understand the actions of M&J executives in a context that would have been difficult or impossible to explore in practice (Gilliland & McKemmish, 2004). We supplemented this with data taken directly from the websites of M&J, SFO’s website, the Justice Department, GhanaWeb, and internal company emails made available at the court hearings. As the weakness of one methodology lies in the strength of the other (Wiggins, 2011), our multiple data sources enabled us to develop a rich and detailed insight into the M&J scandal that could not be achieved through a single source (Vissak, 2010). Analysis of the data led us to develop a
detailed understanding of the scale and scope of the M&J bribery scandal, and how executive hubris might have contributed or fuelled the directors’ actions. We present the fine details of our findings in the next section.

The Bribery Scheme Operated by M&J in Ghana and Jamaica

Whenever the government of Ghana or Jamaica approves finance for a project it initiates an official tender process by announcing the tender and inviting potential suppliers. The Public Procurement Board of Ghana or the Tender Evaluation Committee in Jamaica then forms an independent tender committee to oversee the process. The tender committee evaluates the individual proposals and capabilities of suppliers that bid for the project, and selects the one that meets the evaluation criteria and best matches the government requirements and budget. The contract is awarded, the winning supplier is notified and all other bidders debriefed. The winner then signs a legally binding agreement with the appropriate government agency outlining their responsibilities (Ghana Public Procurement Authority, 2003).

Our data evidence suggests that M&J will normally bid for these contracts through the official process. However, the company actively undermined their commercial rivals by running a parallel tendering process. M&J executives actively sourced public officials that had a power to affect M&Js affair in the two countries. For their services agents were paid a commission between 5-15%, representing part of the total price of each contract. To handle the payments of commissions, the special fund was created in Ghana. A similar contingency fund of £1m was set up in Jamaica with all money being transferred to Deryk Gibson in 12 commissions between 2004 and 2006. Through their highly connected appointed agents, these funds were used to bribe powerful government officials who in turn will use their influence to get the individual Tender Boards to award contracts to M&J— even if their bids were overpriced. The bribes were simply being deducted directly from the agents’ commissions and paid to the government officials involved. Figure 1 shows the official tendering process and how the parallel scheme run by M&J operated in practice.
Mr Ofori, a director of a small Ghanaian bridge building company with extensive influence within the ruling party represented the company’s interests from the mid-1980 to 1996. When his influence wore off he was sidelined and swiftly replaced with the more influential Baba Kamara; From 1994, Baba Kamara connected M&J to the most powerful people in the then ruling party (The Southwark Crown Court, 2009a). Deryk Gibson, a former vice-president of the Jamaican Chamber of Commerce also represented M&J in Jamaica. In an email to Gibson, for example, an M&J director wrote:

J, sorry we did not hook up again, time just slipped by very quickly and before I knew it I was on a plane. No doubt you have a festive Xmas and New Year and I wish you well for 2006. Now back in JS and all is ok and a little payment just to start the year off, smile? 45,117.45 to DAG, US equivalent $76,699.87 with wire to you of $25,257.27 with onward to B of $6,049.62. Take care and a prosperous and peaceful 2006 for all, Saludos B (High Court of Justice Chancery Division, 2009).

While we concede this email is not entirely clear, its content signals a rather casual approach to bribery at M&J. In stating the sums of money that were supposed to be forwarded onto additional individuals who helped the company secure a contract, the payment of bribes seems to be a routinized taken-for-granted business practice (Ashforth and Anand, 2003) at M&J. In a related development is an email communication between a director and an agent:

As you are aware, Mr Hibbert is presently visiting the UK with two other colleagues. He has requested £10,000 cash to be deducted from the commission due to him (The Southwark Crown Court, 2009b).
This particular communication suggests that illegal payments were authorised at the director level, making them directly responsible as the operators and supervisors of the scheme. Payments of bribes at M&J became so casual to the extent that agents could even request parts of their payments at their convenience. The court also heard that Joseph Hibbert, a minister of state working for M&J also received over £100,000 between 1993 and 2001 for his services to M&J directly from the commission fund (The Southwark Crown Court, 2009).

The normalization of bribery at M&J led to the company adapting its bribery procedures when the Anti-Bribery Act and the Anti-Terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001 came into force. To comply with these new laws which could potentially make the payment of commissions above 5% raise suspicions, M&J introduced the “artificial split” of commission (Leigh & Evans, 2008). M&J’s sales director in the Caribbean described how the managing director decided to split the commission: ‘Only 5% would be called a commission and the rest called “after sale services” to make them look less significant in order not to raise suspicion’. M&J made sure that it did not have to carry the burden of making these commission payments and they just simply increased the price of each contract. Furthermore, the company also tried to include other charges in the price of the contracts. This was clear in the following internal memorandum:

I am pleased to confirm we have now received from the Jamaican government £1,212,420 for the ECD premium which has been paid in full. Please note that this was included in our offer, but none the less, we have managed to get them to pay this, which increases our profit on the contract by that amount (The Southwark Crown Court, 2009b).

This memorandum refers a Jamaican contract worth £14.9m which includes a premium payable to Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD) for their guarantee. M&J simply included this in the price of the contract, which is usually deducted from firm’s profits; a point highlighted in the memorandum. The total cost of the contract was then further inflated by a 10% cost of commission; thus M&J did not carry any of these costs while making a significant profit on the contract. Clearly, the company made this blatant false representation because they knew they could pressure the host government to comply through bribery. Most importantly, as a result of the executive hubris that has
developed within the organization, the directors felt no pressure to inflate the cost of the contract because they were confident bribed government officials could not challenge them.

**What fuelled executive hubris to drive bribery at M&J?**

Our analysis of the actions and activities of M&J executives in the bribery scandal points to hubris as a salient determinant of the behaviour and actions of the firms executives. Nevertheless, the organizing context in which the firm was embedded and operated on different levels, we found, contributed to fuel the hubristic behaviour of the executives. We develop a loosely structured analytical framework to capture the context within which the wider external environment and internal representations fuelled executive hubris to drive bribery at M&J. We delineate these along three specific lines of attention; individual, organizational, and institutional levels.

**Figure 2: Towards a hubris-bribery heuristic framework**

![Diagram showing the relationship between individual, firm, and institutional levels and their impact on executive hubris and bribery]

**Individual level**
- Personal, political, and official ties
- Extended executive tenure

**Firm level**
- Organizational culture
- Success, awards and accolades
- Press glorification

**Institutional level**
- Lagging legislations
- Lack of political will
- Inefficient external controls

**Individual level**
At a fundamental level, individuals’ actions and activities gave form and shape to executive hubris at M&J. At the root of this were the personal, political, and the official ties M&J executives cultivated with overseas government officials that constitutively drove the perpetuation of bribery with impunity. A former M&J manager in court alluded that this culture was established by the founder who built very close relationships with presidents and government officials over the years and visited
the homes of his agents on numerous occasions. These contacts were subsequently passed on to his successor and directors who were already socialized into the organisation’s ‘relationship building’ with foreign government officials. In this regard, the close political networks developed over the years by the founder and the ensuing corporate success eventually evolved into M&J’s organizational culture supportive of bribing officials to secure contracts (Li & Tang, 2013; Ashforth & Anand, 2003). It should be noted here that it is not the firm’s professional connections to officials that resulted in corruption but rather the personal connections of executives (Collins, Uhlenbruck & Rodriguez, 2009). In this regard, M&J directors were socialised into bribing to secure contracts, and took advantage of their own networks to maximise their personal self-interest. In the words of Williamson (1984: 198) they “act[ed] with guile, to engage in the full set of ex-ante and ex-post efforts” to bribe foreign government officials.

Also consistent with existing studies (e.g. Hayward & Hambrick (1997; Owen, 2008; Collins, Uhlenbruck & Rodriguez, 2009), our case analysis points to power and long service as salient contributors to the display of executive hubris at M&J. Bevil Mabey held a leading position for 56 years with little constraint on his power. The other directors were also in post for a considerable number of years. For the Mabey family, their unchallenged control of the firm reinforced their ‘narcissistic propensity to see their world primarily as an arena in which to exercise power and seek glory’ (Owen & Davis, 2009). As David Mabey and his family had all the power to appoint or remover M&J directors, their actions could not be challenged by anyone. In this regard, the absence of appropriate family business governance framework or road map for the founder-entrepreneur and their successive directors seemed to have heightened the hubristic tendencies of Bevil Mabey.

**Organizational level**

Our case evidence suggest that the self-interest of the Mabey family and its directors, overtime, evolved into a common collective interest of M&J—winning contracts through bribery. The evolving corporate culture which fuelled executive hubris at M&J promoted specialised language and phrases coined to describe, record, and conceal M&J’s activities. For example, bribes were referred to as: Local
costs, local party funds, contract consultancy, marketing costs, and future contracts. Expressed in oft-used catch phrases like ‘commission’ or ‘after sale service’, kickback at M&J became an integral part of the organisation’s discourse and got embedded into everyday business practices of managers (Fein & Weibler, 2014). In under-estimating the risk involved in bribery, an upshot of progressive hubris, the fund created for the payment of bribes in Ghana was ironically named Ghana Development Fund (GDF). Pinto, Leana & Pil (2008) argues that, whilst organisations could benefit from such activities, individuals involved tend to be the direct beneficiaries. In this case, the firm (Mabey Family Trustees Ltd) owned by the directors was the majority shareholder in the Mabey Group. Consequently, the copious rationalisation of the taken-for-granted illegal behaviour became a standard operational procedure at M&, and the use of agents was not just an effective way to share, transfer, and moderate the consequences of their unethical business practices (Anand, Ashforth & Joshi, 2004; Smarzynska and Wei, 2000).

At best, they were used as a conduit to deny involvement or knowledge of the illicit activities taking place abroad. Consumed by hubris, the executives over time perceived bribery as morally justifiable (Collins, Uhlenbruck & Rodriguez, 2009), exaggerated the firms performance (Jiang, Stone, Sun, & Zhang, 2011), which in turn led to excessive media coverage for the firm. Consistent with the observation of Magnam, Cormier & Lapointe-Antunes (2013) that nearly all CEOs involved in fraudulent activities experienced positive media coverage; M&J was frequently in the news as having delivered some of the largest bridge construction projects in the UK and overseas. In recognition for his services to the export industry, the firm’s founder, Bevil Mabey received the award of Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) in 1984. The company also received six Queen’s Awards (1973, 1978, 1982, 1987, 1998 and 2002) for Export Achievement. The media frequently attributed the firm’s superior performance to the stellar management of the firms operations around the world. Such achievements and media glorifications reinforced the executives’ sense of self-importance (Hayward and Hambrick, 1997), which in turn reinforced the executives’ belief they could get away with paying of bribes to secure contracts around the world.
Institutional level

The responsive institutions, ostensibly required to check the activities of firms, to make sure they are operating within the ‘rules of the game’, rather fuelled executive hubris at M&J. This manifested in the form of three specific outcomes that characterised the broader environmental context within which M&J was embedded. The first was the lagging anti-bribery UK legislations regulating foreign corrupt practices among UK firms. For example, the UK has been accused to be reluctant in adopting any anti-bribery laws until 2010 (ITV1, 2012; Yeo, 2011). Even at the time of implementation, there were serious attempts by government to ‘water it down’. Furthermore, Horder (2011) observes that section 13 of UK’s Bribery Act 2010 justifies the use of bribery by intelligence services in cases of advancing economic interests for the UK.

Second, the lack of political will to rein in British firms suspected of bribing to secure contracts abroad. As argued by Gilbert & Sharman (2014), the UK government is known for showing a lenient attitude towards bribery, known for intervening in bribery investigations, and even manipulating the data in reports for OECD. In addition, the ECGD on countless occasions has also been accused of backing projects in countries with severe corruption problems (Hawley, 2003). In this case, allegations of M&J’s corruption were raised by anti-corruption groups to the ECGD in 2003. The ECGD in response completed a review of its guarantee for M&J’s £17m contract in Jamaica, but concluded that: ‘There is no great cause for concern’. The outcome of such investigation, we found, emboldened M&J executives in their illegal activities.

Finally, the lax regulations and lack of political will to clamp down on corrupt practices of British firms resulted in inefficient external controls in terms of governance and corporate social responsibilities mechanisms employed by M&J to guide their operating practices. Operating within a context where external controls were ineffective (Yeoh, 2011), hubris among M&J executives grew faster and lead to supervisory deficiencies, manipulation of rules and laws governing ownership structures, and the delusion of being responsible to themselves alone (Hollow, 2014). In terms of its
legal status and ownership structure, M&J throughout its history remained a family business. The
Mabey family were the majority shareholders, with David Mabey acting as the company Secretary
and his five sisters as board members. The significance of this was that the Mabey family had
exclusive control of M&J, appointed directors', and far less accountable to shareholders. The powerful
voices of family shareholders with controlling interests who didn’t see the need to dilute their control
justified and rationalised their unethical actions, unrestrained.

**Discussions and Conclusions**

The international business literature has long focused on the antecedents and outcomes of firms
paying bribes to secure contracts and deals around the world. Our goal in this paper is to contribute
to this inquiry by advancing our understanding on how established international businesses organize
their bribery activities. In so doing, we introduce a new factor into the equation: the influence of
executive hubris in driving bribery. Specifically, we provide a detailed account of how hubris as
played out in the form of impetuous personality traits such as charisma, charm, ability to inspire,
willingness to take risk, grandiose aspirations, and over-confidence may lead to the normalization of
bribery in firms. At the core of our study, we delineate the organizing practices of firms and their
representatives, and the schemes they employ to organise their bribery activities. The leitmotif of our
theorizing is that executive hubris, excessive confidence or arrogance which frequently leads business
executives to believe they are exempt from established mores, invincible, or may do no wrong, is
important for extending our understanding as to why bribery in international businesses have
become so pervasive and frequently used as a Darwinian business tool (Nobel, 2013) by many firms
to undermine their commercial rivals. The empirical focus of our study was the bribery scandal
involving M&J, the first British firm to be convicted for bribing foreign government officials to secure
contracts. Our case evidence suggests that the company at the behest of its executives operated a
bribery scheme that run parallel with government tendering processes in Ghana and Jamaica. The
organizing logic of the scheme, as operated by M&J was to appoint representatives or agents who
bribed party and government officials in these countries in return for contracts. M&J in addition went further to set up a special fund from which its agents were paid.

Our case analysis offered several insights that provided support for our arguments that executive hubris played a major role in the routinization and normalization of bribery as an acceptable business practice at M&J. First, the founder of the company, over several years established personal connections with the ruling class in various host countries and these individuals acted as agents to further M&J’s interest in exchange of commissions. Having powerful friends abroad simplified M&J’s contract acquisitions and provided the firm protection from possible prosecution both at home and abroad. From a hubristic perspective, the firm simply had contempt for authority and, established mores and anti-bribery legislations. Cognitively, the founder developed a sense of being above the law, and considered himself uniquely and eternally qualified to run the company (Petit & Bollard, 2012). We learned that the normalization and perpetuation of the bribery culture (Anand, Ashford, & Joshi, 2004) established by the founder led to future executives of M&J being socialised into it paying bribes to secure contracts for the firm. The most evident sign of hubristic behaviour was the establishment of a cross-national scheme to bypass the legitimate tendering processes in the host countries. In achieving overwhelming success in securing major contracts, executives became extremely powerful and excessively confident to the extent they could swiftly replace agents who lost favour with their governments with much powerful ones. The subsequent special “development fund” set up by M&J to pay agents’ commissions appeared to have also increased their “narcissistic propensity to see their world primarily as an arena in which to exercise power and seek glory” (Owen & Davidson, 2009: 132), a hubristic behaviour that burgeoned into a fully-fledged syndrome that gave form to and shaped the reckless and impulsive actions of the executives. These patterns of hubristic behaviours exhibited by the firm’s executives had features frequently triggered by power, which in turn, effectively insulated the executives from the day-to-day realities, which Owen & Davidson (2009) argue is often associated with progressive isolation. From
this perspective the firm’s success strengthened M&J’s executives’ belief in their managerial and leadership capabilities, feeding into their sense of self-importance, pride, and confidence in their own capabilities (Hayward & Hambrick, 1997).

The M&J scandal also sheds light on how the context within which the firm operated contributed to its bribery activities. Our analysis suggests various contextual factors combined to fuel the executive hubris we report, which in turn drove the illegal practices that took place at M&J. We unpack these factors which manifested themselves in different ways to fuel the hubristic behaviour of M&J’s executives on three main levels to develop our hubris-bribery heuristic framework. The first comes into representation at the individual level. Here we identified personal, political, and official ties and the extended executive tenures as the overarching factors that fuelled hubris among the executives of M&J. Such ‘powerful’ ties, we argue, led to the grandiose sense of self among the executives (Petit & Bollaert, 2012), which in turn made them feel they were above law and that they could never be brought to justice. The second is the organizational level where factors ranging from the organizational culture, the awards, accolades, and press glorification combined to strengthen the belief of executives that the company’s success was a result of their ‘excellent leadership’. Entrenching the bribery culture established in the firm, these meso-level factors combined to fuel the hubristic behaviour of M&J executives by bolstering their egos, and making them believe they were uniquely and eternally qualified to run the company. The third was related to institutional level controls in the form of lack of political will and inefficient external controls. For example, the UK government acted to protect the company’s interests when complaints about M&J’s corrupt activities in the Philippines were made to the British ambassador in Manila; who after David Mabey’s visit and personal assurance quickly dismissed these claims as opposition’s fabrications to discredit the Philippine president (Leigh & Evans, 2005). Thus, the UK government in the past, showing lenient attitude towards bribery and even help large British firms with political and economic clout to find “useful” people to bribe in foreign governments in order to promote British business (Gilbert, & Sharman,
2014). Here the unchecked power, lack of monitoring/control, and the absence of punishment fuel
executive hubris which in turn may increase the likelihood of corruption.

Our study contributes to the theory and practice of bribery in international business in two
ways, which in turn directs attention to some promising directions for future research. First, in
drawing on hubris as a lens to examine bribery, we shed light on how executive cognition and
behaviour may influence the propensity for firms to engage in bribery to further their interests. Since
the M&J scandal and the subsequent imprisonment of its executives, 25 other British companies
including Glasgow based Weir Group, Eastbourne based Smith, Macmillan Publishers Limited, and
many other European firms like Siemens and Daimler-Chrysler have also been convicted of bribery
abroad (Fernando, Flah, Gottwald, & Hauch, 2013). We invite future research to examine whether
executive hubris played a part in these cases. Second, our hubris-bribery heuristic framework
provides rich clues to better understand the organizing context within which executive hubris is
likely to fuel bribery. Taken together these findings suggest that our understanding of the prevalence
of bribery in international business is incomplete without an explicit consideration of the influence of
the context within which the wider external environment and internal representations might
constitutively fuel executive hubris, which in turn may lead to a firm to engage in bribery. In this
regard, our hubris-bribery framework lends itself to further conceptual and empirical extension of the
practice of bribery in international business. While our focus has been on M&J’s executives, future
research could examine whether hubris could account for the behaviour of the government officials
who colluded with M&J to engage in their bribery practices. In this regard, we suggest refining of our
framework to account for external environmental factors in host countries that might have
contributed in facilitating or encouraging firms to institutionalise bribery as a route to securing
contracts.

Finally, at a time when anti-bribery legislations are beginning to bite hard in many parts of
the world, our study has some practical implications for executives and firms keen on controlling
their hubristic tendencies. First, as a way to avoiding the normalisation of bribery, firms will have to put in place policies that has the potential to curb the unfettered powers frequently wielded by their CEO’s and founders as hubris syndrome in all shapes and forms is known to be power dependent. Second, in order to constrain the impact of hubristic syndrome in executives, firms should consider the engagement of non-executive directors as suggested by Higgs (2003), to help control the actions of their executives. This would be especially true for family firms whose executives are susceptible to go down this reckless route because they are not only likely to be in position of power for a long time, but also because family firms in general do not tend to experience much public scrutiny (Naldi, Nordqvist, Sjöberg & Wiklund, 2007). In this regard, executives and boards of directors should ensure that they have adequate procedures in place to prevent bribery, and insist on the implementation of comprehensive anti-corruption policy, and adopt practices that would ensure compliance to reduce the occurrence of opportunities for bribery and corruption in general.
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Table 1: Framework for diagnosing CEO hubris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Cognitive aspects</th>
<th>Behavioural aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Has a grandiose sense of self</td>
<td>Grandiose communication style (use of the royal “we”; use of superlatives;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expression of overarching ambition)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with</td>
<td>Overestimates his/her abilities, power</td>
<td>Unjustifiably grandiose projects,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the self</td>
<td>and likelihood of success</td>
<td>Poor decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Considers him/herself uniquely and</td>
<td>Entrenchment strategies (accumulation of power; failure to accept removal from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eternally qualified to run the company</td>
<td>position; tardy resignation when circumstances would seem to dictate it)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with</td>
<td>Considers him/herself above the</td>
<td>Management by fear; violence or intimidation; refusal of advice or criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>community of humans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with</td>
<td>Considers him/herself above the</td>
<td>Fraud, manipulation of rules and laws, contempt towards authorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the world</td>
<td>law or the gods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Petit and Bollaert (2012)

Table 2: M&J Executives’ tenure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Length of service</th>
<th>Years in executive position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bevil Mabey</td>
<td>1953-2007</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Forsyth</td>
<td>1992-2008</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Daliday</td>
<td>1992-2008</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mabey</td>
<td>1993-2008</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Glover</td>
<td>1995-2009</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Potter</td>
<td>1999-2008</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fame, 2015
Table 3: Examples of illicit payments made by M&J to government officials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Ghana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between December 1994 and 18 August 1999</td>
<td>- £55,000 for ‘Contract consultancy’ to Minister of roads and highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £500 to Deputy Minister of Roads and Highways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 to Director of Legal and International Affairs, Ministry of Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 ex minister of Roads and Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £5,000 the director of the Legal and International Affairs at the Ministry of Finance at the Export Credit Guarantees Department, Ministry of finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £15,000 to Minister of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- £10,000 to the Chairman inter-city transport corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cheque of £500 as ‘additional education expense’ to the son of a Desk Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Jamaica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between 20 November 1993 and 30 October 2001</td>
<td>- Minister of State in the Ministry of Transport and Works over the years received approximately £100,134.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- M&amp;J’s Agent was paid 12.5% of the Jamaica 1 contract price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>